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Zündapp owners are a special group of people. The purpose of this
publication is to share information of interest and to foster the comradery of
all who enjoy Zündapps. The North American Zundapp Group has yet to
formally organize and awaits one of you to take our group to the next level.

What are your Zündapp plans?
This is the 5th Issue of
The Zündapper and it comes with
news of 3 upcoming events you
should consider inking onto your
calendar now!
Although it is a full year away, plans
are being made now by North
American Zündapp owners planning
to attend the 100th Anniversary
Celebration of Zündapp. This
International Rally will be held in
Sigmaringen, Germany, at a location
near the Zündapp Museum and it is
sure to be an event of a lifetime for
those lucky enough to attend. I have
no further details to offer at this
time, but I’m sure you can Google
search your way to more
information.
But just months from now, and far closer to home for most of us, is an
upcoming event for active Zündapp riders… and a special invitation to attend
an Antique Motorcycle Club of America Rally!
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Motorcycles, Sidecar Outfits, Scooters, Automobiles, Outboard Motors, Lawn Mowers,
Sewing Machines, and more. Like today’s Honda Motor Company, Zündapp was more than a
motorcycle maker, they were a manufacturer of every motor-driven product the people
wanted.
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Ride the Dragon with Dennis!
Thursday, May 12th Dennis Rudy has organized a Zündapp
ride you should attend on your Bella, Elephant, Saber or whatever Z-dapp
you can ride. One of the most famous motorcycle rides in North America
is “The Tail of the Dragon!” Motorcyclist, scooter clubs, vintage car clubs
and sportcar owners all have this one on their Bucket List. “The Dragon”
is an amazing road nestled in the Blue Ridge area. It is an 11-mile stretch
containing 318 turns! You ride it in both directions, so double those
numbers! I had the pleasure of
doing the Dragon a few years back
on a Honda ST 1300 sports/touring
bike trying to keep up with my gofast buddy Greg on a tuning-fork
FZR. It was a thrilling dawn ride
with no traffic! Later that day The
Mini Cooper Club was doing the
Dragon run.
Some parade the road, others ride at
speeds beyond the logic of good
sense. While there are so many turns
on this stretch of road you can’t
really get going at a high speed. But
on a Sports Bike you can easily get in way over your head. Some high-side
the diminishing radius turns and find themselves crashed in the woods
with broken parts of their bikes later being displayed on “The Tree of
Shame.” So ride a sensible rate of speed. It is a fun ride you need to do!
And be sure to visit “Wheels Through Time” in Maggie Valley!

“It has been suggested that to make this
outing more of a group event that a
preferred lodging facility be selected. After
extensive
research
the
Microtel
in
Robbinsville, N.C. has been chosen as a
base of operation. The management says
they they have many rooms available during
the period. However, if you are planning to
participate don't delay making reservations,
as things can quickly change as the weather
improves. They have adequate parking for
vehicles and trailers. No group discount
was available as the number attending is
unknown.
TheIr rates are extremely
reasonable for a contemporary facility with
reasonable
amenities. There are 6
motel/hotels in Robbinsville, and many more
in the immediate area, but not with the
convenience of being in the town proper.”
Don’t be intimidated, the speed limit is mostly
30mph

If you plan to attend or have questions or
suggestions contact: Dennis
dennisdanger517@yahoo.com. Or visit
http://tailofthedragon.com/ for more details.

!
While original parts are always the preference,
sometimes a guy’s just gotta make do. Some parts
are easier to make yourself than to source out. Like
“Keepers.”
The little pieces that hold the cables that come
down from the handlebars and attach to the front fork damper on the KS-601
models. I start with finish nails, cut them to the correct length, heat them up with
the torch to make bending them easier and then form them to fit. Once painted and
installed they look very much like the original. And with a little more hammering on
the anvil they could be a perfect match. You can do a better job than I did. – Warren
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A Zündapp Rescue

By Geza Duna

In reading one of the last editions of The Zündapper, I came across the last page request searching for
stories… so here is mine.
I was born into the land of Zündapp. But I first learned of Zündapp when looking through a Walnecks Motorcycle
paper. I noticed the name Zündapp among the many dirt bikes and enduros I had some interest in. I didn't know the
history of the name at that time, but that was the seed of my later discovery. When it comes to the story of my KS
601, it is a strange tale to tell.
Growing up in the Chicagoland in the early 1980s, my two uncles were heavily into motorcycles. I got the bug at a
very young age sitting on the tank of a Yamaha, and being allowed control of the throttle...I wanted to go faster
naturally, but was restricted by things called "stop signs".
One of my uncles was very mechanically minded, and wrenched on all of his friend’s bikes, not to mention rebuilding
a few of his own. That included the likes of AJS, BSA, BMW, Bultaco, and Vincent...and the list goes on.
Years later, I would have my own flings at rebuilding a few different makes of motorcycles. Searching for parts at
motorcycle salvage yards for my 1972 Honda CB 500 I learned a lot
stumbling through a sea of broken, hacked, crashed and burned
motorcycles. Just about anything one might be looking for was there, if
you were patient enough to find it. I frequented one particular yard so
often, I learned to know where just about everything was, so when it
came time to find a set of discontinued crush washers that keep oil
from leaking out of the caps, I knew just where to go, where to look,
and what tools I would need to retrieve my bounty
One day, after quickly finding what I needed, I decided to explore a
little. Mind you that this is a 3-4 acre yard, and it's packed to the hilt
with containers, palettes, stuff hanging from make shift shelters, and so
on. Having searched through most of the stuff there, I noticed a particular set of containers I did not recall having
looked though before. A couple of them had disassembled seats, one was jammed with old tires, another was a stash
of BMW parts. Amongst some Moto Guzzi valve covers, I
noticed an odd BMW engine block...wait a minute. Did I
just see that? Doing a double take, I investigated further,
and found a cylinder head, piston, bodywork, and a
complete BMW single cylinder motor just sitting there in
plain sight. It took me the better part of an hour just
sifting through all of the stuff that was in this one
container, and upon being satisfied with rummaging, I
went to the next one. I had an idea to maybe strike a deal
with the guy. If I could find a frame to go with the rest of
the BMW I’d have a new project. What could be cooler
then building my own BMW from junk, rather then
having to buy one? Getting into the next container, I
focused on looking for a frame...
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Searching high and then low...my eyes fixed on an interesting looking frame. "Is that a plunger frame on the floor under
some makeshift shelving? Was it being hidden or just disregarded? I stooped down to get a closer look. With a quizzical
WTF expression I pulled the frame from underneath and stood it upright to reveal the gold mine I had just discovered.
Being all of 160 pounds soaking wet, I had my hands full muscling around that heavy bastard. It had no visible damage to it
and looked as if it had been repainted. The rear springs and drive unit were still attached to the frame. There was one odd
detail that threw me and I realized maybe this had nothing to do with the single cylinder BMW as I admitted to myself I
didn’t know what the heck I was looking at! The oddity was a gusset plate that connected the backbone, down-tubes, and
steering-head. It had a strange vice-like pattern stamped into it that I’d never seen. In my mind I thought it might have been
damaged. I also noticed the rear-drive unit in the frame wasn't like
any BMW I’d ever seen before. The headstock tag attached to the
front of the frame by the fork revealed the answer to the mystery.
It read "1951 Zündapp KS 601" (I found out later it is actually a
1952 solo). I was puzzled. I thought Zündapp only made dirt
bikes in the 70s that I’d seen in Walnick’s? It didn't compute in
my head, so I carefully put the frame back where I found it and
walked away scratching my head. Being a German myself, when it
come to something that I don't know or understand, I have to
analyze the hell out of it until it makes sense to me. Did Zündapp
make large plunger frame motorcycles? I needed some heavy
research.
After hours of Google searching I learned what I needed to know.
First came a picture, and I was immediately hooked. Now I knew
what I had discovered. But were there parts availability that would
enable me to rebuild this rare Elephant? The Zündapp Fool web site came up next, and the wealth of information that I
acquired on the web site was a boundless click away. My research and thirst for knowledge was fulfilled. I knew what I was
looking at, and what I would need to put it back on the road. And I knew I had to have it! Then I saw the value of the
motorrad, and my jaw dropped.
A couple of weeks later, I was beating myself up for not having just bought it on
sight and I was thinking it would likely be long gone, I abducted my girlfriend
and took her to the yard with me to see if it was still there and so she would
understand why I was walking around in a daze the past few weeks. I asked the
sales person what his price was for the frame I’d found, and he told me to haul
it out and he would come up with a price. Thinking that it was just a frame and
drive unit, I pulled it out in to the light. But looking further I found a set of
connecting rod's and pistons, some switches, the rear fender with the often lost
removable tip, the center stand with the brackets as well as the foot pegs and
some other smaller parts. All of a sudden the entire front fork appeared and
piece by piece I was uncovering more and more of the major parts of this bike.
As I was taking out parts, I began to fit them to the frame right there in the
yard. It wasn't until I could find nothing else that seemed to fit that I stepped back with a big smirk on my face. I was
delighted with how much I had found, yet, clearly there were a couple of issues that immediately popped in to my head.
There were still a number of major parts unaccounted for. No motor, no transmission, no wheels, no gas tank...I’d found a
lot of parts but still might be biting off more than I can chew here.
With all of the questions rattling around in my mind I hesitantly walked to the sales person, and told him that I had found
more than just a frame. We walked to where I had assembled everything, and the guy didn't know what to say except, "Let
me do some research, and I'll be back". My girlfriend had walked the entire yard, and was sitting for a moment when I asked
her
4
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what she thought about my discovery. I can see that many of you guys would probably have stayed clear of involving the
little lady, and are shaking your head that I would ask for her opinion. But her answer said it all… "I'm curious to see
what you do with it," was her only reply.
By the time the sales person came back, after a good 45 minutes, I was starting to get shell-shocked. I knew this guy
would be seriously researching the value of what I’d found. I was sweating...but then again it was July and humid. Then
the words came out of his mouth,"A thousand bucks." Maybe it was because I told him that I was going to rebuild it
and not sell it for parts, but the price seemed more than fair to me and that closed the deal.
Back home, reality set in. Not much progress has transpired since that day I brought home my Zündapp. I still can't wait
to fire it up for the first time. The missing parts are a small part of thwarting my progress. Storage and work-space has
become a problem. Living in an apartment complex with a one-car garage doesn't leave a whole lot of room. My tool box,
another motorcycle, and storage space for other stuff, it makes for tight quarters and a real challenge to make progress on
the project. The long Chicago winters is another factor that is difficult to face. But I know it will get done, and done right.
But for now , the days of proudly motoring my Zündapp are but a dream. Yet one day they will become a reality, the very
same way they did when I finished my Honda CB 500. I took one look at her, and said to myself, "I built it...now how the
hell am I going to ride this thing?”
I look forward to the next installment of The Zündapper and I especially want to thank Mr. Marshall for all of the information, parts,
and translated maintenance manuals that people have submitted. Without any of your help this project would take me MUCH longer,
and I probably wouldn't have ever taken it on.
Thanks for sharing your story! And here is hoping to one day see your 601 rolling down the road! Don’t get discouraged, some of
my projects have taken 30 years to get going! It is exciting that one more old Elephant has been rescued from the heap! –Warren

A 1958 KS-601? I thought I would share a recent
discussion between the Zündapp Fool and myself
regarding the years of production of the KS-601
model... Someone looking for parts contacted James
and said he has the remains of a 1958 plunger 601. It is
a common belief that 1957 was the last year and when
James asked for my opinion on the subject I recalled an
old scrapbook of mine that might have the answer.
I found a “tearsheet” of an old magazine ad promoting
the 1958 KS-601 Super Sport. But we all know
“advertising” (like political candidates) can sometimes
stretch reality for the purposes of making a sale. But I
also find in my scrapbook a letter from the Zündapp
factory sent to me back in the 1970s. Their letter
informed me the remaining parts I was looking for were
long gone, but they were nice enough to send me a
press release photo from their remaining PR files. The
letter goes on to clearly state the years of production of
the 601, 601 Sports and the Elastics was 1952-1958,
with the EL swing arm “Elastic” versions in 1956 …..

and production resuming to plunger frames for the end of
the run. I would say my letter from the factory could be
taken as the definitive word that there were in fact 1958
designated KS-601 bikes. That is, of course, not to say that
those last few were produced during calendar year 1958.
Perhaps a handful of bikes built during the final days of the
run in 1957 may have been designated 1958 models to
help the dealers sell them off. But that remains pure
speculation. All we can say for sure is that there were
some designated as 1958 models.
That leaves the unanswered question of why were the
post-EL plunger sport models designated Super Sports and
stamped SS on the engine block? As opposed to “S” as
stamped on the earlier 601-sports. Is there a difference
between the SS motors and the S motors? Or was it
merely a stroke of marketing to designate the last 110 or
so post-EL plunger bikes built as being commemorative of
the end of the line? Past conversations with Zündapp
authorities around the world seem to leave the answer as
speculation. I do recall reading the very last 601 went to
Elizabeth Mann. –WM
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"Boopie" Holt Tunison
Another Zündapp love story….
To set the stage for this tale, I must go back to the summer of 1956 when I was just a skinny 14-year old
tomboy yearning for adventure. My older brother, Kelly, who was stationed at Lackland AFB in San
Antonio, TX, came home to Rochelle, Georgia on vacation with a couple of his Texas friends. Tommy
was also stationed at Lackland, and his wife, Bobbie, was a state motorcycle championship rider. She
had taught Kelly to ride, and helped him select and buy his first motorcycle, a 1956 KS601 Sport
horizontally opposed twin cylinder 601cc German-made, Zündapp with drive shaft and kick start.
The small convoy that pulled into our driveway that memorable June afternoon was led by Bobbie on her
Indian Chief, followed by Kelly on his shiny new black beauty, and Tommy (with their three
dachshunds) driving a station wagon and pulling a home-made trailer full of camping gear. After a week
of exploring South Georgia (with a star-struck kid hanging on to the back of that big Indian), our visitors
prepared to deadhead home, leaving one heavy-hearted teenager behind. Without my knowledge, though,
Tommy and Bobbie (having no children of their own) had asked my parents if I could spend the rest of
the summer with them in San Antonio, and they said yes! (What were they THINKING!) Just imagine the
sight – a scrawny little small town girl, who had hardly traveled anywhere, riding on the back of a big
Indian motorcycle all the way from Georgia to Texas (and no helmet back then!).
For the next six weeks, Bobbie taught me to ride a smaller bike, a 200cc “Popper”, and that experience
changed the direction of my life
forever. While most of my
girlfriends back home were busy
chasing boys, I was falling madly
in love with a motorcycle! Two
years later, Kelly left for New
York to pursue a career in dance
and theatre, leaving his Zündapp
in my loving care! I rode that bike
everywhere, to the chagrin of my
mother’s female friends (….Ida
Nell, you are crazy for letting
Boopie ride that motorcycle. She’s
going to get KILLED!”). But my
wise mother laid the law down,
and when I violated the rules (and
believe me, I had plenty of
“watchdogs”), I was put on
restriction and my riding
privileges were revoked.
Fast-forward to 1963 when I was a student at Georgia Southern College in Statesboro. By that time, the
aging Zündapp had enough wear and tear that it was out of commission and gathering dust in the garage
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at home. Although I had not lost my love for motorcycles, I was about to have another life-changing experience –
one that would surpass even the dramatic summer of ’56! It didn’t take me long, after meeting D. C., [Doyle
Tunison] to learn that his interests were gymnastics and cars – NOT girls! Our mutual friends tried to arrange
dates for us, and although we were together constantly in our college crowd, he was not ABOUT to get involved
in any romantic relationship. (And I thought learning to drive a motorcycle at 14 was a challenge!) That’s when I
had the brilliant idea (well, I thought it was pretty clever at the time!) to tell him about my motorcycle that
“needed a little work”. That did it! His eyes lit up, and I could see the wheels turning in his head. We drove to
Rochelle, loaded that 450-pound bike in the trunk of his roommate’s 1956 Rocket 98 Oldsmobile, and hauled it
back to Statesboro where he worked on it until he got it running again. We rode that bike straight into marriage in
December of 1963, and it served as our second vehicle for many years. Careers and children soon took priority,
and once again the old Zündapp fell into disrepair. We sold it in the late 60’s, and through the years bought newer
and bigger bikes.
Fast-forward again to the late 80s when D. C. was a motorcycle dealer in Augusta, Georgia (ironic, huh?). One
day, a guy from Macon walked into the shop and just happened to mention an old motorcycle that he had found to
restore. “What Kind?” D. C. asked. “You’ve probably never seen one of these, or even heard of it. It’s an old
German motorcycle called a Zündapp.” D.C. asked him to describe it…you can guess the rest!
He bought it back, brought it
home to surprise me, and the
tears rolled down my face
when I touched the familiar
old dents and dings in the
fenders and headlight!
Today, it’s undergoing a
SECOND overhaul at D.C.’s
hands!
Postscript: the hobby that
brought us together has
remained one of our most
enjoyable shared pastimes.
We have logged over 50,000
miles (stopping at junk yards
and car shows across the
country!) and ridden through
most of the lower 48 states
and much of Canada, and
although I’m not in the
passenger’s seat on these
trips, I’m still riding “shotgun” with my favorite shade-tree mechanic!
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Dennis Rudy recalls some of his early
Zündapp years…
“Back in 1969 my older brother brought home a Zündapp
250cc Super Sabre, in pieces. There were boxes, buckets,
and bushel baskets. A frame, several wheels, many tires,
all sorts of junk and what have you, but two engines! My
brother, father and I, as well as some friends, spent many
nights piecing together that machine. No manual, no
instruction book, and absolutely minimal comprehension
of German made this an arduous task. The mechanicals
were pretty straightforward. It’s easy to work on welldesigned equipment. The electrical was another story. I
vividly remember lots of sparking and smoking
wires! “Turn it off!” “Turn it off NOW!” was heard quite
often. Finally, after many late evenings in the garage we
managed to bring it back to life.
I purchased my first Zündapp when I was 13-14 years
old. I had bought a Bella with the intention of putting the
engine onto a go-kart I had at that time. The idea was
inspired by a a picture I had seen at the library about
karting. But after stripping down the Bella at my friend’s
house I realized the Bella could be a lot more fun than the kart would ever
be! I recall having 2 good summers with that Bella. We beat on it mercilessly
but the Zündapp never faltered, a true
testimonial to the durability of
German
engineering
and
construction. I sold the Bella when I
reached 16 as I had passed my driving
test and wanted to buy a car.
After my first car I occasionally rode
my brother’s Sabre when he was
home from college, but I needed a
bike of my own. Through the years I
owned various bikes, including
Yamaha, Suzuki, and
Honda.
I bought my KS50 back in '81 and it is
the only bike I have owned since. It's
all I really need… except for possibly
a Zündapp RS50 roller?
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Darrel Spinosi is a true Zundapper. When it comes to Zundapps, he has been
there and done that. And here is just one Darrel story that began as a boy
and his Bella…
“On Christmas Eve, 1990 my wife, bless her
heart, presented me with a 1957 R203 Zündapp
Bella. She had heard me speak lovingly of a Bella
I owned as a kid, and a friend of mine had told
her where she could find a scooter to surprise
me with. It had been 30 years, but I still recalled
the distinctive sound and character of the little
Bella that had earned a permanent place in my
boyhood motoring memory.
My wife’s gift was in very rough condition. It was
covered with rust with holes in the main body
and front shield. All the chrome was rusty and
badly pitted. The tires were dry rotted and the wheels badly corroded. The left side of the shield and front
fender were substantially damaged from an accident. Even the frame was rusty and significant parts were
missing. A neighbor woman said it best when her first words on seeing the Bella were, “It’s absolutely
horrible!”
The previous owner told me that, despite the grim appearance of the Bella, he’d had it running. And sure
enough after cleaning the carb, changing the spark plug, rigging up a battery and temporary fuel supply, it fired
right up. Hearing that distinctive engine sound was all the inspiration I needed to set about the business of a
full restoration of my diamond in the
rough. It was a considerable commitment
of two years time. The project seemed a
bit overwhelming at first until I learned
about Bob Schanz in Cincinnati and the
former business Accessory Mart, (Long
gone but not forgotten!). Bob was very
knowledgeable about Zündapps and he
provided me with valuable information,
manuals and parts. Probably 90% of what
I needed came from Bob. His daughter,
Carol was also of considerable help and
without their assistance the restoration
may have been impossible.
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Once I had the parts, the most time-consuming task was the body work. Straightening components, cutting out
rusted holes and shaping new metal became a family project. Mt brother Ralph had his own MIG welder. All parts
were filled, sanded and smoothed and it took months. My older bother Phil had some professional painting
equipment and the skill to do a slick job. The paint was base coat clear polyurethane system which I had mixed to
match the original “ice blue” Zündapp color. My dad was feeling kind of left out, so I gave him all the aluminum
parts. Having completed a car restoration, he was set up to do the needed polishing. Dad worked his magic on
some rather grim pieces that looked like new when he was finished.
I was still missing a battery cover. This is the four sided box that installs under the dash.
It has more curves than Cindy
Crawford and I could see it would
be near impossible for me to hand
fabricate in metal. When I could
not find a replacement I decided
to duplicate one in fiberglass. I
made a plaster mold from a
friend’s Bella. With the female
plaster mold, I hand laid fiberglass
and created a finished product
that looked fine when completed.
The end result was far lovelier
than the poor, tired, beat-up
Suburbanette that started my
Zündapp affair back in 1956 and it
led to other Zündapp restorations
since that time.
(Story previously published in Deutsches Motorrad Register)
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Share your Zündapp Story!
Tell us your story and recollections about riding, wrenching
and owning Zündapps. Everyone has a story to tell, and
we’d love to read yours so please send in your story and
photos. The Zündapper cannot continue without your
input! Photos and captions are always great. What drew
you to the bike or scooter you ride. Have you taken some
special trips on your Zündapp? We love to hear about it.
Do you have some helpful tips to share about repairing and
servicing your Zündapp? Or just some funny Zündapp
stories? TECHNICAL ARTICLE?

Please give us your feedback!
Zundappermann@gmail.com

Should this effort continue?

Zündappers INVITED TO Hebron, Connecticut
AMC MEET: AUGUST 5-6, 2016!
Ever since the last Ohio Zundapp Meet at Kevin Johnson’s farm, it has
been suggested that an easy way to stage future meets and keep the
Zündapp spirit alive would be for Zündappers to agree to attend
certain meets that are staged by others, such as the Antique
Motorcycle Club of America. LAST YEAR Judy and I attended the
Yankee Chapter AMC Meet in Hebron, CT. It is an ideal site in rural
Connecticut. Lo and behold there was a very nice restored KS 601 in
Elephant Green on display!
Since that time I have learned that Darryl Cutter is one of the club
Directors of that local chapter, is a Zündapp owner, and that he has been gracious enough to extend an open
invitation from the chapter to The Zündapp Group! THIS is a multi-day event and Zündappers can show up as
early as Thursday!
HERE IS A NOTE FROM Darryl Cutter: “I am an enthusiastic Zündapp owner. (K800 & KS601). I am a board member
of the Yankee Chapter of the AMCA. We host an AMCA National meet every year in August in Hebron, Connecticut, at
the Lions Club fairgrounds. I contacted the board members about inviting the Zündapp owners to hold your rally at the
Hebron Meet in 2016 and was met with an overwhelmingly enthusiastic response. Let me know if this is something you
would be interested in. The official dates are Friday and Saturday August 5th & 6th. You can show up Thursday the 4th
and leave Sunday morning the 7th. There is plenty of room on the fairgrounds, a food vendor, bathrooms and showers,
limited electric and water hook-ups for campers and a Friday evening banquet. There is an organized road run and field
games as well as the swap meet.”
WILL YOU ATTEND? ARE YOU willing to be event coordinator? PLEASE contact Darryl Cutter at

bigchiefdc@comcast.net
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